
Technological Innovation and Economic Change in the 
18th and 19th Centuries

When using the term ‘Industrial Revolution’, we think of changes in technology, economy and society  

that took place between about 1700 and 1850. Today many of historians argue that the term ‘revolu

tion’ is misleading as it suggests the kind of dramatic and violent changes that come about overnight.  

However, new inventions and technologies often only caught on slowly. It took about 95 years from 

the discovery of the principle of the steam engine, before it was used as a driving force and another 80 

years (around 1850), that steam engines provided more horsepower than the traditional waterpowered 

machines. 

The present day view of the transformation emphasizes a gradual process with an evolutionary 

character. It is even debatable whether this process is fully completed, if we think of Asia, Latin Amer

ica and Africa and perhaps the remoter areas of Europe.

The process of the Industrial Revolution could not have taken place without some prevailing cond

itons. The following characteristics are usually cited*:

1. a technical knowhow requiring a good educational system and vocational* training;

2. new methods and structures for mass production (factories);

3. human resources for the factory system, i. e. a large work force able to cope with an in

creasingly standardised process of production;

4. capital provided by entrepreneurs* who are willing to take risks, but expecting full owner

ship of the means of production;

5. open markets and a steadily increasing demand by people with purchasing power.

In Britain, where the Industrial Revolution began, another factor played an important role, as well. The 

nobility, the landowning gentry* and welltodo trading families shared similar commercial attitudes 

and interests. “Germans […] cannot understand that the son of a Peer* of England may only be a rich 

and influential bourgeois, whereas in Germany everybody is a Prince [sic!].”  [Voltaire in Lettres on 

England (originally published  in 1734), quoted in R. Brown, Economic Revolutions in Britain 1750-

1850, p. 81]. The Royal Society of Arts, which devoted itself to the promotion of art and technology, 

counted among its members dukes and watchmakers, admirals and booksellers, bankers, clergymen 

and others.

In addition, during that period Britain’s overseas empire expanded providing the country with 

sources of raw materials (e. g. cotton) and mass markets for goods.  Politically Britain had a fairly 

stable  system. The prevailing laissezfaire attitude, i.e. little interference from the state, encouraged 

inventors and entrepreneurs. The ethics of Puritanism* probably also influenced the attitude towards 

work and lifestyle. Diligence*, thriftiness* and the accumulation* of capital were values that were 

shared by the middle and upper classes. Profits were reinvested rather than consumed. In his book 

The Wealth of Nations (1776) Adam Smith (1723–90), a professor at Glasgow University, argued that 

just as individuals create wealth, when not told what to do, so each country should be allowed to con

centrate on developing its strength. A government must not restrict initiative and hinder trade. This no

tion* of an economic individualism based on selfinterest had a tremendous impact*, particularly in 

Britain, which in the 19th century developed into a free trade nation.
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There was also a great interest in applying science and technology to industry. Britain had a lot of 

welltrained watchmakers, carpenters and other craftsmen. A number of them had emigrated from 

Central Europe due to economic crises and wars, including smiths from Solingen (Germany) who 

settled down in Sheffield, the centre of British steel production in the 18th century.

For children from a middle class background it became important to serve an apprenticeship*. 

Manual work was no longer a disgrace. Most of the inventors came from the middle class. Later on 

such well trained people did not find it difficult to fill in positions such as mechanical engineers.

As to education, in the 18th century sons of rich landowners attended public schools, such as Eton, 

and parents, who were less wealthy, sent their sons to grammar schools, many of which educated boys 

of all classes. Besides that there were academies, which provided general education to help young 

people to enter the world of business.

Population Growth in Britain
Between 1701 and 1851 the population in Britain rose from 5.3 million to 17.9 million. The birth rate 

in 1700 was 31 (per thousand of the population), in 1800 it was 34.5; the death rate in 1700 was 26 

and in 1800 23. The average age for a first marriage in 1700 was 27 years old, in 1800 20 years; the 

average age of childbirth in 1700 was 33 years and in 1800 31 years. The causes for these changes are 

not so readily explained. Young people could probably afford to marry earlier, perhaps due to higher 

wages. There were improvements in housing, food, sanitation and hygiene. People observed a greater 

cleanliness and the new ‘cotton clothes’ were easier to wash than wool. Fleas, lice and ticks*, which 

had spread diseases, began to disappear. But, whether living conditions improved for all sections of so

ciety, remains doubtful. Agricultural labourers suffered from extremely hard conditions between 1793 

and 1820 with high bread prices and low wages.

Taken overall, this population growth meant that there were more people available to work in 

factories and on farms and people had more money to spend on consumer goods such as clothes and 

food.

Changes in Agriculture
By 1700 more than half the farmers in Britain was still farming by the openfield system. In such areas 

the arable* land was divided into several large unfenced fields. Each field again was further divided up 

into many small strips. The crops were sown in a threeyear crop rotation system (see the text ‘Spheres 

of Medieval Life – Peasants’). This system had some drawbacks: about one third of the land lay fal

low* and it took a lot of time for a farmer, who owned a larger number of strips spread across three 

different large fields, to cultivate his land. Moreover it was hard to raise animals on the open field as 

diseases spread easily and in winter there was not enough hay to keep all the farm animals alive which 

meant no fresh meat in winter. 

After 1750 the process of enclosure, which meant joining the strips of the fields to form larger 

compact units of land, became more widespread. These units were then fenced or hedged off from the 

next person’s land. Enclosure increased the amount of land under cultivation by an estimated 100% to 

150% and new methods of farming could more easily be adopted. All this led to increased food pro

duction. This change over to enclosure provided jobs for the rural poor (hedging, draining, ditching, 

building new roads). Later on more labourers were required for farming. A number of poor farmers 
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had to give up their land, however, as they could not afford the costs of enclosure or could not prove 

ownership of the land they farmed.

There were further changes in agriculture which had a positive effect. The socalled ‘Norfolk Four 

Course’ made better use of crops in a fouryear rotation. Under this system it was no longer necessary 

to leave any field fallow. Enclosures facilitated selective breeding* of farm animals with remarkable 

result. For example in 1710 the average weight of sheep was 28 lb, whereas in 1795 70 lb.

There were a number of agricultural innovators such as Jethro Tull (12674–1741). He developed a 

seed drill* which made it possible to sow seeds in straight rows at a constant depth, which was more 

efficient than the old the old system of broadcasting (spreading the seed with your hands).

The Cloth Industry
Around 1700 wool was still the main fabric*being produced. It had been manufactured in Britain since 

the early Middle Ages and was the country’s main export. The process of making wool was organised 

under the socalled ‘domestic system’ or ‘cottage industry’. The work was done in the workers’ own 

home with handpowered machines, i. e. handlooms* or spinning 

wheels. Usually the weaving was done by men, spinning the yarn by 

women and the cleaning and combing of the raw material by children. 

Such cottage industry often helped families to have a second in

come besides farming, but working conditions at the homes were of

ten appalling*, especially due to the wool fibres*in the air. 

Furthermore, the workers were often more or less at the mercy of 

the clothiers*, who possessed the capital to employ the spinners and 

weavers as outworkers and more likely owned the machinery. Workers often had to put up with low 

wages and were laid off* in times of recession. Working long hours in dirty conditions was quite com

mon for children.

With the increasing population there was a growing demand for cloth, but the supplies of raw wool 

could not be increased so quickly.

Cotton goods on the other hand were more in demand as people preferred light and easytowash 

clothes. Moreover the early textile machines worked much better with cotton than with wool, so the 

cloth industry changed as a response. Between 176069 wool accounted for 48% of the total British 

export, by 181019 it was only 16%, and cotton was up to 53%. Even so, raw cotton had to be impor

ted from North America and the West Indies as the cotton plant does not grow in Britain. 

The invention of new machines between 1733 and 1825 brought about 

great changes in spinning and weaving.

John Kay a weaver from Lancashire, invented the ‘flying shuttle’* in 

1733, which enabled wider cloth to be woven at a greater speed. In 1767 

James Hargreaves invented the ‘jenny’, a spinning wheel that could pro

duce more than one thread and the Jenny was small enough to be used in 

workers’ cottages. In 1769 Richard Arkwright patented a spinning machine, 

the ‘water frame’. For the first time pure cotton cloth could be produced, 

but these machines were too large to use in cottages as the smaller jennies 

Image 1: George Walker, Wo
man Spinning (1814)

Image 2: mill workers
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were. Spinners had to go to the machinery to work with them. Together with a partner Arkwright built 

a factory, where spinners could go to work with the machinery. In 1790 he applied steam power to the 

water frame and the factory system was born.

By 1779 Samuel Crompton succeeded in designing the mule, a spinning machine that combined 

the features of the jenny and the water frame. The mule, at first handoperated, later powered by water 

and steam, made strong yarn. With steam power the factories no longer needed to be located in rural 

areas, near rivers. The growth of the factory system in the cotton industry stimulated the iron and coal 

industry and led to the development of large urban areas. Moreover, it increased the demand for quick 

and cheap transport.

The Steam Engine
Apart from human muscle power the traditional sources of power were wind, water and animal power. 

Being dependent on the weather, wind and water power had their drawbacks, and animal power was 

limited.

Thomas Newcomen (1688–1729), motivated by drainage problems in the Cornish* tin* mines, de

signed a steam engine to pump water. Newcomen’s engine was a considerable achievement, but it con

sumed a large amount of coal and could only produce an up and down movement. James Watt (1736–

1819), a maker of mathematical instruments, made several improvements to Newcomen’s engine. The 

most important development was probably his success in converting the up and down movement to a 

rotary one so that wheels could be turned.

The first steam engines were manufactured by hand and repairs were troublesome and slow. It was 

only after 1830 that parts of an engine could be produced in a standardised way. To give an example of 

the rapid uptake of steam power, between 1818 and 1830 the number of mechanical looms, operated 

by steam, increased from 2,000 to 60,000. The greatest impact the steam engines had, however, was 

probably on the iron industry. With the invention of the rotary motion steam engines could operate 

hammers and bellows* in iron works. 

The cooperation between inventors and entrepreneurs as in the example of Watt and Michael 

Boulton had a considerable effect on the progress of industrialization. Boulton realised that there was a 

great market for steam engines, capable of driving the machinery, in factories and mills. He gave the 

financial backing to Watt’s improvement and saw to it that it was marketed.

Transport
For an expanding industry the question of transport became espe

cially urgent. The once good Roman military roads had fallen into 

disrepair*.  There had been certain improvements in the road sys

tem in early modern times, but it still could not meet the increased 

demands for transporting bulky* goods. 

In the 18th century rivers played an important part in Britain’s 

transport system. Around 1750 there were about 1600 kilometres 

of navigable* rivers. Rivers, however, had their shortcomings, as 

they were dependent on the weather. They were susceptible to flooding and draughts and often had 

Image 3: Pontcysyllte aqueduct [im
age placed in public domain]
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strong currents, sandbanks and sharp bends. Many had no tow* paths for pulling the boats, so the idea 

of manmade waterways spread.

The Worsley Canal, built between 17591761, is said to have sparked* off the age of canals in Bri

tain. The Duke of Bridgewater had the canal built to transport the coal from his Worsley Estate to 

Manchester, which meant that the price of his coal was halved. More canals wee built and,  by 1830 

the canal network totalled some 6,400 kilometres. Building canals required a lot of capital, which was 

usually raised by selling shares to anyone willing to invest. Many people, not only businessmen and 

merchants, bought shares hoping for high returns*, but only a few canal companies managed to pay 

really high dividends*. In agricultural areas canals were often a commercial failure. Industrial areas 

without navigable rivers profited most from the new waterways, but by 18301840 canals were already 

on the decline. They could not compete with the latest means of transport, the railway, as they were to 

slow and not suitable for steampowered barges*.

Railways
Early railways consisted of horses pulling wagons along wooden tracks, linking coalmines and quar

ries. A Cornish* miner, Richard Trevithick (1771–1833) was the first to develop steam locomotives. 

In 1814 George Stephenson built a locomotive called Blücher*. He had seen a locomotive designed by 

Trevithick and realised the advantages of such a locomotive over stationary steam engines. Edward 

Pease, a businessman, employed Stephenson as engineer in charge to construct a route of 27 miles 

length of track from the coal mines near Darlington to Stockton on the River Tees. The line was 

opened in 1815, when 12 loaded wagons, a coach, and 21 passenger cars were hauled along by Steph

enson’s locomotive ‘Locomotion’. 

With the opening of the Liverpool – Manchester line 

in 1830, Britain is said to have entered the ‘Railway 

Age’.

Stephenson was also employed to build this line, the 

success of which led to the construction of even more 

lines. Between 182329, there were just 51 miles of rail

ways opened. By 1914 the railway network had a total 

length of 23,000 miles (36,800 km). Building the new 

lines involved a lot of money. The capital was raised by 

selling shares. As in the case of building canals railways 

were a form of speculation

From the outset railways provided many jobs, first for construction workers then, later for railway 

staff and those working in allied* industries. A number of industries were stimulated, such as the iron 

industry, which supplied the tracks and the rolling stock*. 

Farmers profited as they could more easily supply the growing towns with fresh food from the 

countryside. More and more commuters* used the railways to go to and from cities such as London. 

The growth of seaside resorts was also a product of the railway age.

Many canals could no longer compete with the railways and went out of business.

Image 4: First passenger railway 1830 [image 
in public domain]
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When the railways were first introduced a lot of people were worried about frightening livestock* 

or hayricks* being set on fire. There were also fears that locomotive boilers might explode. Some 

people were concerned in quite a different way. As early as 1845 we read in Benjamin Disraeli’s book 

‘Sybil’ : “Equality […] is not our metier* [Lord Mowbray pointed out when talking about railways]. If 

we nobles do not make a stand against the levelling spirit of the age, I am at a loss to know who will 

fight the battle!” [quoted in R. Brown, Economic Revolutions in Britain 1750–1850, 1992, p. 73].

Having noted all of the changes that occurred at the time of the Industrial Revolution it is under

standable that many people were of the opinion that a new farreaching development of man kind had 

begun. The fact that between 1700 and 1900 more inventions were introduced than in the whole his

tory of Western Civilization since the birth of Christ, as the (US American) historian Sorokin ob

served, supports this impression.

The impact of the Industrial Revolution is often compared to the Neolithic Revolution* which 

began about 10 000 BC. and lasted for several thousand years. From the beginning of mankind up to 

about 10,000 BC, i. e. more than 90% of its existence, our forebears* had been hunters and gatherers 

following a nomadic lifestyle. Probably due mainly to a large increase in the population people be

came cultivators* and herdsmen. The economic system gradually changed into a producing economy. 

The knowledge of how to store grain for longer periods of time made it possible for the nomads to 

settle down. They began to build permanent settlements, which led to new forms of social organisa

tions. Life became less insecure, but also less free. 

In this respect the comparatively rapid transformation from an agrarian society to an industrial so

ciety within about 150 years seems to have a revolutionary character.

Jürgen Plüer
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